You care about children in need.

NOURISH: GIVING KIDS A CHANCE

is the most powerful way to make SUSTAINABLE CHANGE.

SPONSOR - A - CHILD

It’s a relationship with a child that makes a world of difference!

EDUCATION
Salary for teachers

RESOURCES + TOYS
Resources
Educational toys

FOOD
Healthy meals

$ 30 / month
YEAR COMMITMENT REQUIRED
TO ENSURE THE CHILDREN’S STABILITY

MAKE A VALUABLE CHANGE:
nourish.org.za@gmail.com
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NOURISH OUTREACH

"Our mission is to provide a safe, hygienic, stimulating environment for preschoolers."

- Supporting 8 creches
- Classroom materials
- Early childhood education
- Teacher training
- Food security gardens
- Basic infrastructure
In April 2015, Hoedspruit Kim Scott donated a bakkie full of toys to numerous underprivileged creches in Acornhoek. Upon seeing the condition of these creches, Kim and her friend Mimmy decided to rise to the challenge of improving conditions at local creches by providing resources, hygiene and infrastructure.

July 2015: RISE Foundation was born.

In November 2016, RISE Foundation merged with NOURISH. Since then, Nourish has played an active role in the RISE Early Childhood Development Outreach. Our work focused initially on new infrastructure in the form of an outside classroom, toilet blocks and recycled playground for Boikhotso creche.

Nourish RISE ECD Outreach now provides support to 7 partner creches. This includes the Nourish creche (funded by Izingane Foundation & Mr. Halicci in October 2016). We provide ECD teacher training, food security gardens, recycled playgrounds and handmade educational resources for developmental play. This training supports nutrition and important childhood learning.

RISE ECD Outreach falls under the Education pillar of NOURISH's 5 Pillars Approach to upliftment.

Our projects center around Education, Conservation, Tourism, Sustainable Farming & Economic Empowerment with a goal of growing resilient communities.